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Model reduction of nonnormal state-space input/output systems requires a dual-state (state and adjoint state)
approach. With this approach the method of balanced truncation provides the baseline of reduced balanced
transformation, allowing evaluation of other more numerically efﬁcient forms of reduced balanced transformation
that are obtained by direct methods. The shortcoming of balanced truncation is the numerical intractability to
generate the full-order gramians and balanced transformation for large systems. In practice, reduced balanced
transformation for large systems can be obtained from empirical-based methods using empirical-based gramians.
Empirical model reductions methods include the well-known proper orthogonal decomposition, the balanced proper
orthogonal decomposition, modiﬁed proper orthogonal decomposition, and pseudobalanced proper orthogonal
decomposition. All are discussed in this paper. In our error analyses, the Karhunen–Loeve expansion based on
proper orthogonal decomposition is extended to the generalized Karhunen–Loeve expansion based on balanced
proper orthogonal decomposition, which is applicable for nonnormal systems. The error analyses highlight the
importance of the dual-state-reduction approach. For model-reduction performance evaluation, the complex
Orr–Sommerfeld input/output system is used.

singular values are related to the notion of modal “energy” ranking in
the Karhunen–Loeve (KL) expansion [9], which forms the basis of
error analysis for POD. We deﬁne the KL expansion as a special form
of the least-squares method for reducing data. POD uses the resulting
projectors from the KL expansion to produce a reduced-order model.
Although POD is widely used, it is generally inadequate for reducing
nonnormal input/output systems, which typically requires knowledge of the adjoint states [2,3,10]. For nonnormal input/output
systems, a dual-state (state and adjoint state) reduction approach is
essential. Rowley [10] extended POD to a balanced, dual-state
version known as the balanced POD (BPOD), based on a SVD
method of the RBT. In the error analyses, we extend the KL
expansion to the generalized KL expansion, which shows the errors
of BPOD. We also discuss two other types of model-reduction
techniques. The modiﬁed POD, which uses a dual-state approach but
is nonbalanced, is discussed. The reduced transformation used in the
pseudobalanced POD (PBPOD), like POD, does not require the use
of the adjoint state. But unlike POD, it achieves partial balancing.
Both POD and PBPOD are motivated by model reductions of
nonlinear systems, which does not possess state duality.
Finally, for numerical evaluation we choose the Orr–Sommerfeld
(OS) system, which provides a good example of a nonnormal input/
output state-space system. Certain interesting properties of nonnormal system behavior are discussed by the authors [4]. The OS
system is complex, which is quite common in ﬂow control stability
problems. Since a detailed description of the OS system is available
by the authors [2–4], the derivation will not be repeated here.
Numerical results use the OS input/output system for performance
evaluation throughout this paper. Matrix notations will be employed
throughout the paper. All uppercase bold quantities represent
matrices (with the exception of the input/output vectors). All row/
column vectors are in lowercase bold. Subscripts mainly denote
indices of a sequence; although it is used to convey meaning as well
(such as c for controllability and o for observability). The paper is
organized as the following. In Sec. II, the RBT forms are derived.
Section III contains the error analysis. In Sec. IV, numerical results
based on simulating the complex Orr–Sommerfeld system is
presented. In Sec. V, we conclude the paper.

I. Introduction

M

ODEL reduction of large linear time-invariant state-space
input/output systems is of interest in modern control design.
For ﬂow control systems [1–4], reduced-order models allow lowerorder ﬁlters and controllers to be used. It is well known that a
similarity transformation can be obtained for balancing, that is, to
achieve a simultaneous diagonalization of the controllability and
observability gramians [5]. The method involves computing the two
gramians by solving the exact equations [6]. The numerical problem
of obtaining the full-order transformation can become intractable for
large state-space systems. If the large similarity-transformation
matrix is obtained, the columns and rows of its matrix inverse can be
truncated according to the magnitude of the entries of the diagonal
gramian. These entries are known as the Hankel singular values
(HSVs). The resulting reduced-order transformation is called the
baseline reduced balanced transformation (RBT). This analytical
method is referred to as balanced truncation.
There are empirical-based methods to compute the gramians.
There are direct methods to compute variant forms of the RBT. It is
worthwhile to use balanced truncation [7,8] as a baseline for
performance evaluation of the empirical and direct-method approaches [2,3,9,10]. In the next section we start with a brief introduction of balanced truncation and then show how a couple of variant
forms of the RBT can be computed from direct methods. One method
is based on the singular-value decomposition (SVD) published by
Rowley [10]. The second method is developed by solving two
eigenvalue problems involving the products of the gramians [2,11].
In the results the performance of the RBT can be evaluated against the
analytical baseline.
The empirical gramian (controllability portion) is used in the wellknown method of proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [12]. Its
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II.
A.

Reduced Balancing Transformations

Balanced Truncation Baseline

Consider a single-input single-output (SISO), complex state-space
model with time-invariant elements:
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x_  Ax  Bu;

y  Cx

(1)

where input signal ut and output signal yt are scalar functions, A
is a N  N system matrix, B is a N  1 input vector and C is a 1  N
output vector. If Eq. (1) is normal, that is, AAH  AH A and C  BH
(H denotes the conjugate/transpose), then one only needs to analyze
Eq. (1) for model reduction. Otherwise, the dual form of Eq. (1) has to
be considered as well:
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x_~  AH x~  CH u ;

y  BH x~

(2)

where  denotes the complex conjugate and x~ is the adjoint state
vector. Both Eqs. (1) and (2) express the same input/
output relationship and are equivalent to their corresponding
complex transfer function. Note that x~ is in fact a complex conjugate
~  
because in the Laplace transform we require xs
Rvariable
1
 ~
exps
t
xt
dt.
In
complex
transfer
function
form,
we
have,
0
respectively,
y=u  Gs  CIs  A1 B
y =u  G s   BH Is  AH 1 CH
The dynamics in Eq. (1) emphasizes controllability and the dynamics
in Eq. (2) emphasizes observability. For balanced truncation, one
seeks to balance the system with respect to the controllability and
observability gramians, respectively,
Z1
expAtBBH expAH t dt
Gc 
0
Z1
expAH tCH C expAt dt
(3)
Go 

approximations to their full-order systems. For the theory of the
balancing transformation, we refer readers to Chen [5], Moore [7],
Laub et al. [8], and Lall et al. [9].
B.

G o T1  SH
1 1 ;

A Gc  Gc AH  BBH  0;

Go T 1  S H
1 1 ;

Gc SH  T;

S  T1

(5)

with three matrix unknowns, T, SH , and . The diagonal matrix 
contains ranked entries known as the HSVs. Once the similarity
transformation is obtained, the baseline RBT can be obtained by
performing row truncation on S and the same-order column
truncation on T, guided by the value of the HSVs. Therefore, the
baseline RBT consists of S1 (Nr  N) and T1 (N  Nr ), which are
obtained from the ﬁrst Nr rows of S and the ﬁrst Nr columns of T. To
obtain the baseline RBT, one has to ﬁrst determine the full-order
similarity transformation.
The baseline balanced reduced-order model (ROM) (Nr  Nr ) is
given by
x_ r  Ar xr  Br u;

y  Cr x

(6)

where Ar  S1 AT1 , Br  S1 B, and Cr  CT1 . The reduced-state
vector and the original state vector are related by x  T1 xr  e and
xr  S1 x. Likewise, the reduced-order adjoint system is given by

~ r  CH
x_~ r  AH
r x
r u ;

~r
y  BH
r x

(7)

~ r  e~ and x~ r  TH
~ Note that both error terms e and
where x~  SH
1x
1 x.
e~ are small in order that the ROM and the adjoint ROM are good

(8)

Gc S H
1  T1  1

~
Go T~  S~ H ;

~
Gc S~ H  T~ 

(10)

The ﬁrst two matrix equations above correspond to the ﬁrst two of
Eqs. (8). The third matrix equations (5) gives ﬁve constraint
equations. These are
S1 T1  I;

(4)

G o T  SH ;

S1 T1  I

For convenience and without confusion, the tilde notation, ﬁrst
introduced for the adjoint variables, is also used here to represent
residual quantities. Substituting in Eqs. (5), the ﬁrst two matrix
equations yield

AH Go  Go A  CH C  0

Efﬁcient algorithms [6] exist to allow the N  N gramians to be
computed. The algorithm can be extended to complex matrices.
However, for large systems the algorithm is still a lot more
computationally demanding than the empirical-based methods.
Once Gc and Go are determined, one can obtain a similarity
transformation xb  Tx (b denotes balanced), which simultaneously
diagonalizes the two gramians. The relationship is governed by the
following three full-order matrix equations:

Gc SH
1  T1 1 ;

where Eqs. (8) provide three matrix equations for three matrix
unknowns, S1 (Nr  N), T1 (N  Nr ) and 1 (diagonal, Nr  Nr ).
The direct-method RBT is the solution of the unknowns S1 and T1 .
To demonstrate the equivalence between the baseline RBT and the
direct-method RBT, we compare the two sets of Eqs. (5) and (8). We
partition the transformation matrices as
 
S
~
(9)
T   T1 T
S  ~1 ;
S

0

For the two integrals exist, A only allows eigenvalues with negative
real parts. By performing integration by parts on the integrals, it can
be shown that the two gramians satisfy the following steady-state
Lyapunov equations:

Variant Forms of RBTs

For large state-space systems (those typically obtained by
numerical discretization of linear partial differential systems), it is of
interest to determine RBTs by direct methods, without ﬁrst having to
balance the full-order system.
The reduced-order version of Eqs. (5) gives the following set of
reduced balancing equations:

~ I;
S~ T

S1 T~  0;

~ 10
ST

~ S~ I
T1 S 1  T

(11)

The ﬁrst of Eqs. (11) is the same as the last of Eqs. (8). So we
conclude that both Eqs. (5) and (8) determine the same solution for S1
and T1 . The second, third and fourth matrix equations of Eq. (11)
~ (truncated portion).
determine the residual transformations S~ and T
In the next section, we address the question of errors caused by
~ Rowley [10] pointed out that the orthogonality
truncating S~ and T.
~  0 and
conditions between the RBT and its residual, that is, S1 T
~ 1  0, are crucial to balancing. Although these orthogonality
ST
conditions are part of the constraint [second and third matrix
equations (11)], it can be shown that they are properties independent
of the constraint equation. Based on the orthogonality properties
between eigenvectors and their adjoint eigenvectors [see Eqs. (13)
and the paragraph that follows below], one can establish these
orthogonality conditions independently.
Here, two approaches for solving Eqs. (8) are considered. One is
by an eigenvector method given in Sec. II.B.1 and the other is by
SVD method given in Sec. II.B.2. The well-known SVD method was
developed by Rowley [10]. We ﬁrst establish the RBT performance
based on exact gramians. For empirical studies we derive RBT based
on the snapshot-based empirical gramians.
1.

Reduced Balancing Transformations by the Eigenvector Method

Equation (8) yields two eigenvalue problems,
G c Go T1  T1 21 ;

H 2
Go Gc SH
1  S1 1

(12)

subject to a single constraint relationship S1 T1  I. The signiﬁcance
of the products of gramians and their eigenvectors was pointed out by
Safonov and Chiang [11], who considered real systems and used the
Schur method to decompose the products to improve accuracy
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potentially introduced by the ill-conditioned matrices. Consider an
analogous example involving products of matrices. From SVD, we
have A  Ua a V H
a , where Ua and V a are different if A is
nonnormal. It can be shown that the columns of Ua and V a are
eigenvectors of the products AAH and AH A, respectively. We have
AAH Ua  Ua 2a and AH AV a  V a 2a .
By conventional eigenvalue routines, we obtain
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G c Go F1  F1 21 ;

Go Gc E1  E1 21

Gc E1 Ds  F1 Dt 1

H
DH
s E1 F1 Dt

I

Y Y H T1  S H
1 1 ;

H Mt  Ms 1 ;

FH
1 Go F1 jDt j expit    expijDs j expis 1

(15)

EH
1 Gc E1 jDs j expis    expijDt j expit 1

(16)

 1  1 ;

(17)

All the matrices in the above equations, including EH
1 Gc E1 and
FH
1 Go F1 , are diagonal; therefore, their products commute.
By eliminating  in the ﬁrst two equations using the third
equation, we determine the amplitude matrices to be
1 1=2
;
jDt j  1 FH
1 Go F 1  

1 1=2
jDs j  1 EH
1 Gc E1  
(18)

HH Ms  Mt 1 ;

(19)

This equation leaves the absolute phase angles undetermined. In this
study, we let s  0 and t  . Finally, we have
T 1  F1 jDt j expi;

SH
1  E1 jDs j

(20)

where jDt j and jDs j are given by Eq. (18). In the complex case, the
RBT is not uniquely determined because of an arbitrary phase factor.
Reduced Balancing Transformations by the SVD Method

The SVD method described here is extracted from BPOD, with its
snapshot-based data blocks replaced here by data blocks
decomposed using exact gramians. The exact version of data
blocks, X and Y, are generated by
H
Go  Uo o UH
o  YY

(21)

1=2 H H
H
U1 Y ;
S 1  MH
s Y  1

(25)

T1  XMt  XV 1 11=2
(26)

Equations (26) of the SVD method and Eqs. (20) of the
eigenvector method are two variant forms of RBT.
To see how the product of gramians relate to H of the SVD
method, we note that
H
2
G c Go  XXH YY H  XHH YH  XV 1 1 UH
1 Y  T1 1 S1

(27)
Therefore, the two gramian product transpose relationships are
T1 21 S1 ;

Go Gc

2 H
SH
1 1 T1

(28)

Equations (28) imply Eqs. (12) after employing the constraint
H
relationship S1 T1  TH
1 S1  I.

III. Error Analysis
The analytical error bound of the reduced-order model was
established by Enns [13] in the frequency domain:

X
N
(29)
kGi!  Gr i!k1 2
k
where k is the kth HSV. For the single-input/single-output system
the inﬁnity norm is equal to the absolute value. This bound represents
the best a reduced-order model can achieve using the approach of
balanced truncation.
In this section we show that the empirical error bound based on a
time-domain snapshot approach can be derived. The result is
consistent with Eq. (29). We start by describing a rectangular data
block X that has N rows and Ns columns (N > Ns ). We form the
empirical controllability gramian W c  XXH , which is a Hermitian
outer product. Even though the outer product is used in the paper, it is
informative to know that we can also form a smaller-sized Ns  Ns
^ c  XH X. It can be shown that
Hermitian inner product with X, W
the ﬁrst Ns eigenvalues of W c are the same as the Ns eigenvalues of
^ c . If we let Qc1 be the ﬁrst Ns nonnormalized eigenvectors of W c
W
^ c1 be the Ns normalized eigenvectors of W
^ c , then we have
and let U
^ c1 [3,10].
Qc1  XU
A.

Therefore, we have
X  Uc c1=2 ;

Mt  V 1 11=2

kr1

 t  s  

H
G c  Uc c UH
c  XX ;

MH
s HMt  I (24)

Ms  U1 11=2 ;

The phase equation is given by

2.

(23)

H
Identities UH
1 U1  V 1 V 1 are used. The ﬁrst equation in Eqs. (25)
indicates that the singular values of H are equal to the HSVs
(diagonal entries of the balanced gramians). In the same form as
derived by Rowley [10], the RBT becomes

G c Go
jDs j expis  expijDt j expit   I

S1 T1  I

The SVD of H produces H U1 1 V H
1 . Substituting H by its
SVD form into Eqs. (24), we immediately note that the three
equations with three unknowns are solved by letting

(14)

It is convenient to separate the diagonal matrices into real
amplitudes and phase angles, that is, FH
1 E1   expi, Dt 
jDt j expit , and Ds  jDs j expis , where the notation j:j
represents the magnitudes of the diagonal entries. We multiply the
H
ﬁrst and second equations in Eq. (14) by FH
1 and E1 , respectively,
and substitute the amplitude-phase relationship, then Eq. (14)
becomes

XXH SH
1  T1  1 ;

The above form of the equations, by inspection, suggests that the
solution is SH
1  YMs and T1  XMt . Both Ms and Mt are square
weighting matrices (Nr  Nr ). Substituting the two expressions into
Eq. (8) gives a set of Nrth -order matrix equations for Mt and Ms :

(13)

where the eigenvectors in E1 and F1 are typically normalized in the
decomposition. However, the constraint equation S1 T1  I cannot
be satisﬁed in general by letting S1  EH
1 and T1  F1 . Since Gc Go
is the conjugate/transpose of Go Gc , the matrix FH
1 E1 and its
conjugate/transpose EH
1 F1 are diagonal.
To determine S1 and T1 we let T1  F1 Dt and SH
1  E1 Ds , where
Dt and Ds are diagonal matrices used to supply the scalar weighting
factors to the eigenvectors to satisfy the constraint. Substituting in
Eqs. (8), we have to solve for Dt and Ds from the three equations:
Go F1 Dt  E1 Ds 1 ;

Equations (8) can be rewritten as

Y  Uo o1=2 ;

H  YH X

The matrix H is known as the generalized Hankel matrix.

(22)

Least-Squares-Error Technique

Consider a data block (order N  Ns ) in the form of the matrix
X  x1 ; . . . ; xNs . Each of the Ns N  1 column vectors is a state
vector, or snapshot, taken at tk (k  1; 2; . . . ; Ns ). We have
xk  xc tk   expAtk B. The quantity XXH is referred to as the
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empirical controllability gramian, Wc (as opposed to the exact
gramian Gc ). Typically, for large models we have Ns < N.
Let X be approximated by a preselected set of Nr basis vectors,
represented by a N  Nr matrix P1  p1 ; . . . ; pNr . Typically, the
number of snapshots sampled is greater than the number of reduced
states, but much smaller than the number of original states, that is, we
N). In matrix notation, we write
have Nr < Ns
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X  P1 K  E

K

E  I  P1 P
1 X

(32)

The error vectors, columns of E, are orthogonal to the row vectors in
the pseudoinverse; that is, P
1 E  0.
Karhunen–Loeve Expansion

X r  PH
1X

(33)

We have changed the notation K to Xr in anticipation of model
reduction, the columns of K can then be considered as reduced-state
vectors. Like Eq. (32), in the KL expansion we have
E  I  P1 PH
1 X

(34)

The operators on the right-hand side of Eqs. (32) and (34) in the
parentheses are projectors.
H
Since PH
1 P1  I, from Eq. (34) we have P1 E  0. Projection of E
H
H
~
~
~
on P gives P E  P X. Using the relationship PH W c P
PH XXH P  c , we have the important result that P~ H EP~ H EH 
~ c . For a simpler interpretation we seek projection of the error matrix

E on individual orthonormal eigenvector pk, where P
p1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pN . Accordingly, we have pH
k E  0 for k  1; . . . ; Nr ,
H
and pH
k E  pk X for k  Nr  1; . . . ; Ns. Now we deﬁne the error
vectors as basis-vector-based. The pk -based error vector is a 1  Ns
H
H
row vector, k , where we have k  pH
k E  pk e1 ; . . . ; pk eNs . The
components of the kth pk -based error vector consists of inner

(35)

because of pH
k p‘  k‘ .
We conclude that 1) the set of all error vectors, k , is mutually
orthogonal; 2) the square of the magnitude of each error vector is
equal to the corresponding singular value. In summary, we have the
following result:
(
2

kk k 

0;
ck ;
0;

for k  1; 2; . . . ; Nr
for k  Nr  1; . . . ; Ns
for k  Ns  1; . . . ; N

(36)

There is no quantitative estimate for residual errors in LSE as in the
KL expansion. LSE relies on an increasing number of basis vectors to
reduce the total error. In the KL expansion, by picking speciﬁc basis
vectors one obtains a quantitative measure of the error residual. In the
KL expansion, the left projection is done by the conjugate/transpose
of P1 . Whether the full-order state-space system generating the data
block X is normal or nonnormal, the KL expansion error analysis is
valid.
C.

The KL expansion is a special case of the LSE only with more
beneﬁts. In the KL expansion, the basis vectors of P1 are chosen to be
the leading eigenvectors of W c  XXH . This choice signiﬁcantly
improves the approximation, but at the expense of having to
precompute these eigenvectors. The total error E is determined
according to Eq. (32), with zero projection on P1 . Unlike the LSE, the
error structure of the truncated eigenvectors can be captured in the
KL expansion by projecting on these vectors. Therefore, we need to
consider a full-order set of basis vectors only for the error analysis.
With SVD we have Wc  Pc PH , where P contains N orthonormal
column eigenvectors. Note that the singular values of c are not the
HSVs for the balanced gramians. Assuming that the ordered
eigenvectors beyond the leading Nr are insigniﬁcant (as indicated by
their singular values), we partition P  P1 P~ , where P1 consists of
basis vectors for the expansion, but the residual P~ consists of N  Nr
truncated eigenvectors whose errors associated with the expansion
can be sized in an error analysis. Similarly, we partition c into
~ c.
diagonal blocks c1 and 
In analogy to Eqs. (30) and (31), the KL expansion is governed by
X  P1 Xr  E;

k; ‘  Nr  1; . . . ; N

(31)

where P
1 is deﬁned as the Penrose pseudoinverse of P1 , where
H
1 H
P
1  P1 P1  P1 . Eliminating K in Eq. (30) by substitution, the
error matrix E is then given by

B.

H
H
H
H
H
 k H
‘  pk Ep‘ E  pk XX p‘  c‘ k‘ ;

(30)

where the Nr  Ns weighting matrix K contains the coefﬁcients to be
determined. The N  Ns error matrix E  e1 ; . . . ; eNs represents
the total expansion error of X; each column vector ek is the state error
vector of xk .
Since Eq. (30) is an overdetermined system (Ns > Nr ) K can be
determined by the well-known least-squares error (LSE) method,
which minimizes the scalar functional J  trEH E, where
J  ke1 k2  keNs k2 . The LSE method gives
P
1 X

products of all state error vectors e‘ on pk (‘  1; 2; . . . ; Ns ). Since X
has Ns < N columns, the last N  Ns singular values are identically
zero, i.e., ck  0 for k  Ns  1; . . . ; N (ck is the kth entry of c ).
Since pk is an eigenvector of XXH , we have XXH pk  pk ck . We
have

Generalized KL Expansions

For the model reduction of nonnormal systems, the controllability
data block X can be used to extract the set of basis vectors for column
reduction of the state-space model. The observability data block Y
can be used to extract the set of basis vectors for row reduction of the
state-space model. The data block X is generated from
xc ti   expAti B, for sampling times ti (i  1; 2; . . . ; Ns ); Y is
generated by the adjoint state vectors xo tj   expAH tj CH , for
sampling times tj (j  1; 2; . . . ; Ns ). As we see in Eqs. (50),
balancing of the two sets of basis vectors give RBT.
The generalized KL expansion deals with two data blocks, one
generated from controllability snapshots and the other from
observability snapshots. The dual-state basis functions are provided
from the RBT. The dual-block expansion residual errors can be
determined analytically. To analyze the residual errors of the
expansions, it is necessary to consider the complete sets of basis
vectors in S and T. The partition of the balancing transformations is
shown in Eqs. (9). The partition of the constraint condition is given
by Eqs. (11). Unlike in the KL expansion, there is no orthogonality
relationship in the basis vectors other than that speciﬁed in Eqs. (11).
Using the RBT in the generalized KL expansion, Eq. (33) of the
KL expansion can be extended to the following two expansions:
X  T1 Xr  Ec ;
Y

SH
1 Yr

 Eo ;

Xr  S1 X
Y r  TH
1Y

(37)

where Xr and Y r are the coefﬁcient matrices. The RBT S1 and T1 are
given by Eqs. (26), or in the alternative form, by Eqs. (20). The
residual matrix Ec (N  Ns ) in the expansion represents the total
error of X, and the residual matrix Eo (N  Ns ) in the expansion
represents the total error of Y.
For error analysis the total errors in the generalized KL expansion
can be expressed as
E c  I  T1 S1 X;

H
Eo  I  SH
1 T1 Y

(38)

The operators deﬁned in the parenthesis on the right-hand side of
the equations are projectors. Let si be the row vectors of S, and let tj
be the column vectors of T (i; j  1; 2; . . . ; N). From Eq. (5), by
replacing Gc by XXH and Go by YY H, we have
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XXH sH
k  t k k ;

YY H tk  sH
k k ;

k  1; 2; . . . ; N
(39)

where k (k  1; . . . ; N) are the HSVs. Note that the RBT consists of
~ T
~ consist of
sk ; tk , for k  1; 2; . . . ; Nr. The residual vectors S;
sk ; tk , for k  Nr  1; . . . ; Ns. The last N  Ns eigenvector pairs
are irrelevant because their k are identically zero.
Taking the inner products of the ﬁrst equation of Eqs. (38) by S1
H
and the second equation by TH
1 , we obtain S1 Ec  0 and T1 Eo  0,
respectively. Similarly, taking the inner products by the tilde
~ c  SX
~ and T
~ H Eo  T
~ H Y. In the product
eigenvector sets gives SE
H ~H
H ~H
~
~
~ H Eo EH
~
form, we have SEc Ec S   SXX S and T
o T
H
~ Substituting XXH and YYH using Eqs. (39), we obtain
T~ YY H T.
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sk Ec s‘ Ec H  ‘ k‘ ;

H
H
tH
k Eo t‘ Eo   ‘ k‘

k; ‘  Nr  1; . . . ; N

(40)

We deﬁne the 1  Ns basis-vector-based error vectors for X and Y
by ck  sk Ec and ok  tH
k Eo , respectively, then we have
8
< 0; for k  1; 2; . . . ; Nr
(41)
kck k2  k ; for k  Nr  1; . . . ; Ns
:
0; for k  Ns  1; . . . ; N
and
8
< 0; for k  1; 2; . . . ; Nr
kok k  k ; for k  Nr  1; . . . ; Ns
:
0; for k  Ns  1; . . . ; N
2

(42)

YH
r tj   Cr S1 expAtj T1
(43)

To qualitatively relate Eq. (29) to the present time-domain error
analysis, we note that the full-order input-to-output quantity
C expAtB is the inverse Laplace transform of Gs. The reducedorder quantity can be formed from Eq. (43), Cr S1 expAtT1 Br . It
can be shown (albeit involving some lengthy algebraic
manipulations), that this quantity has the same order of error as
Cr expS1 AT1 tBr , which is the inverse Laplace transform of Gr s.
D.

ROM Errors: BPOD, POD, Modiﬁed POD, and PBPOD

In the KL expansion, a single data block X is approximated by a
basis-vector matrix Uc1 consists of leading eigenvectors of the outerproduct quantity Wc  XXH, and the coefﬁcients of the expansion
are determined by projecting the data block on the conjugate/
transpose of the matrix. The error analysis shows that the expansion
errors are bounded. So in the well-known POD method, the
following reduced transformation is used to obtain the ROM:
S 1p  UH
c1 ;

T1p  Uc1

H
_ r  UH
UH
o1 Uc1 x
o1 AUc1 xr  Uo1 Bu;

(44)

Note that S1p T1p  I because the eigenvectors in Uc1 are
orthonormal. Equation (44) can approximate a single data block X
very well, but it cannot simultaneously approximate X and the
adjoint block Y well, unless both blocks are generated by a normal
system. If the system is nonnormal, Eq. (44) will produce a ROM that
is inaccurate.
For a good approximation of the ROM of a nonnormal system,
without performing balancing (like in the RBT of Sec. II.B.2), we
have to consider leading eigenvectors from both data blocks, W c 
XXH and Wo  YY H . For error analysis we apply the KL expansion
twice, one for each gramian. We keep only the dominant eigenvector

y  CUc1 xr
(45)

Therefore, the nonbalanced, reduced transformation for the
modiﬁed POD is given by
1 H
S 1mp  UH
o1 Uc1  Uo1 ;

T1mp  Uc1

(46)

The inverse matrix factor in the ﬁrst equation is for normalization
so that S1mp T1mp  I. Since Uc1 consists of leading eigenvectors of
the controllability gramian and Uo1 consists of leading eigenvectors
of the observability gramian, the KL expansion should be applicable
twice separately without major changes. This is a nonbalanced dualstate approach to obtain a reduced transformation. Unlike POD, the
method of modiﬁed POD appears to be effective for nonnormal
systems. However, since the algorithms for obtaining RBT are quite
simple, not much is gained by switching to the modiﬁed POD
approach.
Of particular interest is whether a matrix factor  can be
incorporated into Eq. (46) such that the nonbalanced transformation
can be converted to a variant form of RBT. The RBT can be expressed
as
1 H
S 1  UH
o1 Uc1  Uo1 ;

According to the above expansions, a column vector in X and one
in Y at given times ti and tj , respectively, can be expressed as
expAti B  T1 Xr ti  and expAH tj CH  SH
1 Y r tj , respecH
tively. At time zero, one can write B  T1 Br and CH  SH
1 Cr .
The inverse relationships for the reduced column vectors are
X r ti   S1 expAti T1 Br ;

sets and denote W c Uc1 c1 UH
Uo1 o1 UH
c1 and W o
o1 (both
eigenvector matrices are N  Nr ), where Uo1 are the leading
eigenvectors of Wo  YY H . For a nonnormal input/output system,
its ROM has the form

T1  Uc1 

(47)

where  is a Nr  Nr matrix that cannot violate the constraint
S1 T1  I.
One way to obtain  is to compare the above transformation
equation (47) with the RBT based on the SVD method (Sec. II.B.2).
From the SVD of the empirical gramians above, we deﬁne a a
1=2
H
Nr  Nr generalized Hankel matrix Hmp  1=2
o1 Uo1 Uc1 c1 . This
H
Hmp resembles the product Y X deﬁned in Sec. II.B.2. Applying
SVD we have Hmp  Ump mp V H
mp , where all the matrices with
subscript mp are square. Thus, we have
1=2 H
1=2
Uo1 Uc1 c1
 Ump mp V H
 o1
mp

(48)

The above equation can be further expressed as
1=2 H
1=2 H
1=2
1=2
mp
Ump o1
Uo1 Uc1 c1
V mp mp
I

(49)

We deﬁne the above relationship as S1 T1  I. Thus, we let
1=2 H
1=2
S 1  mp
Ump o1
UH
o1 ;

1=2
1=2
T1  Uc1 c1
Vmp mp
 (50)

Comparing Eq. (50) with Eq. (47), we let
1=2
1=2
  c1
V mp mp

(51)

Then we need to further show that the following holds:
1=2 H
1=2
1
UH
 mp
Ump o1
o1 Uc1 

(52)

One way to show that Eq. (52) holds without getting into too much
complicated algebraic manipulations is by substituting the
expression of  into the left-hand side, then inverting the left-hand
term to the right of the right-hand side of the equation. Then we
recover Eq. (49). The modiﬁed POD method is not signiﬁcantly
simpler than the BPOD using the RBT.
The PBPOD [2,3] was considered in our previous studies mainly
motivated by nonlinear model reduction, which does not possess the
kind of duality that linear model-reduction uses. The word
“pseudobalanced” comes from the fact that PBPOD simultaneously
diagonalizes the gramians, but only in the retained block. Ma et al.
[14] pointed out the deﬁciency of PBPOD in that the cross-diagonal
blocks, unlike BPOD, incur nonzero entries. In fact, the
pseudobalanced ROM generated by PBPOD appears more akin to
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Output Response to Unit Step

the ROM generated from POD. The reduced transformation of
PBPOD is
S 1pp  T
1 ;

T1pp  T1

4.5
4

(53)

3.5

where T1pp is the same T1 derived in BPOD, whereas S1pp is not
derived from the observability data like in BPOD, but from the
pseudoinverse of T1 .
Output y

3

Results

2.5
2

The Orr–Sommerfeld system with wall input/output provides a
good example of a nonnormal time-invariant state-space system. To
reduce the size of this paper, we refer readers to [2–4] for the
derivations and physical description. The system depends on two
prescribed parameters: the Reynolds number Re and wave number k.
Nonnormality is an important motivation of this study. It is
worthwhile to provide a simple illustration of a second-order
example, like we did in Or et al. [4]. This example was ﬁrst
communicated to us by Rowley [10]. Consider
A
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Upon balancing the diagonal gramian is
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ROM Error
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For the baseline balanced ROM we obtain S1 AT1  0:82,
S1 B  2:45, and CT1  1:11, and for POD we obtain
H
UH
c1 AUc1  0:15, Uc1 B  1:08, and CUc1  1:08. Figure 1
shows the output response yt of a unit step. Clearly, the balanced
ROM output agrees with the original model output, but the POD
ROM output does not.

−4

Unit Step Response

0

REAL(y)



5

In POD, the ﬁrst eigenvector of Gc is
U c1 

4

First, we compare the output responses of a unit step input,
simulated by balanced ROMs constructed from RBTs obtained using
different methods, but all based on the exact solution of the gramians.
These methods include the baseline (Sec. II.A), the eigenvector
method (Sec. II.B.1) and the SVD method (Sec. II.B.2), as previously
discussed. We consider a stable region where Re  5000 and k  1.
The original model has N  128. As initial conditions, we set x  0
for the original model and xr  0 for the ROMs. The length of
simulation should be long enough to capture the essential
performance characteristics. We use an Euler scheme with an
integration time step of magnitude 0.001. The responses shown cover
60 thousand time steps. An implicit-Euler scheme allows bigger time
step for numerical stability, but gives the same result. The interval
between successive sampled outputs is 100 steps. The baseline
version of RBT is obtained by the balanced truncation. In Fig. 2, all
the three balanced ROMs have Nr  10. The left-side panels show

IMAG(y)

T1 

3
TIME

−3

The two HSVs are dominated by the ﬁrst, which justiﬁes a
truncation to a ﬁrst-order system. Indeed, taking SVD of the
gramians shows that each gramian only has one dominant SV. In the
baseline RBT, we determine S1  0:81  1:64 and


2

A. Comparison of the Balanced ROMs Constructed by RBTs from
Different Methods

D  0. Although the input and output vectors are identical, A is
clearly nonsymmetric, but with negative eigenvalues (likewise,
nonnormality can also be demonstrated by constructing a symmetric
A, but asymmetric input and output vectors). In the baseline, the
gramians are


3:83 0:33
Gc 
0:33 0:1



0.5

In the following, key comparisons in terms of open-loop responses
to a unit input of the Orr–Sommerfeld system for sufﬁciently long
duration are given. Error norms are plotted to validate the theory of
the generalized KL expansion.

C 1 1



1

Fig. 1 Compare an output response to a unit step using a second-order
model and its ROMs.
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B
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Go 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the output responses of the ROMs projected by
RBTs computed using exact gramians.
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the real part (upper) and imaginary part (lower) of the output response
to a unit step input. The baseline ROM (solid line), the ROM
constructed by the SVD-based RBT (dashed line), the ROM
constructed by the eigenvector-based RBT (dash-dotted line), and
the full-order original model (dotted line) are all captured in the
ﬁgures. Their response curves collapse visually almost into a single
curve. The agreement is very good for the simulation duration. From
the result we conclude that all three methods for generating RBTs are
in agreement. The right-side panels show the response errors of the
ROMs. The error is the output difference between the ROM and the
original model. The errors are more than an order of magnitude
smaller than the output, further suggesting that the ROMs consisting
of 10 balanced modes (Nr  10) are adequate.
In the second case we compare the same output responses of the
ROMs, but now the empirical gramians are used to generate the
RBTs. All parameters remain unchanged from the ﬁrst case,
including the time step for numerical integration. Again, the output
of the ROM constructed by the baseline RBT is compared with the
ROMs constructed with the RBTs using the eigenvector-based
method and the SVD-based method. However, in computing the
empirical gramians, the sampling of the controllability and
observability data blocks employs a two-sample time snapshot
technique that is the same as described in our previous paper [3] to
preserve some continuity and because the two-sample technique
show good performance. In the snapshot scheme, we use an implicitEuler scheme with a larger time step of 0.01 (a similar result is
achieved by using the explicit Euler scheme with smaller time step of
0.0001). Two sampled intervals are used. The ﬁrst generates 60 state
vectors (and adjoint state vectors) at a three-time-step sampled
interval, followed by the second with 60 state vectors (and adjoint
state vector) at a 30-time-step sampled interval. At the time of the
study [3] the parameters chosen for this snapshot sampling scheme
were quite well-justiﬁed. However, one can still argue that there is
room for improvement in the empirical gramians.
The results are shown in Fig. 3. The baseline response curve (solid
line) and the original model response curve (dotted line) remain the
same as in Fig. 2. However, we observe that the SVD-based ROM
output response curve (dashed line) and the eigenvector-based ROM
output response curve (dash-dotted line) show larger deviation than
their counterpart of Fig. 2. The corresponding response error curves
are shown on the right-side panels. We conclude that the signiﬁcant
larger response errors are due to the approximation errors of the
empirical gramians. Since both sets of results are based on Nr  10
only, it should be noted that better performance can be achieved for
the same gramians by increasing Nr in the RBT. The empirical data
blocks X and Y, in which each contains 120 snapshots, are
comparable in size with N.

Comparison of ROM Responses from BPOD, POD, and PBPOD

For this example it is of interest is to see how the performances of
the PBPOD and POD compared with the BPOD. Their reduced
transformations are described in Sec. III.D. Figure 4 shows the output
response to a unit input, generated from the ROMs based on the
PBPOD method (dash-dotted lines) and the POD method (dotted
lines). In this case we use Nr  28 for BPOD, PBPOD, and POD.
With more than double the number of modes included, we see that the
BPOD curve (dashed lines) now agrees very well with the original
model (solid lines), even though the same empirical gramians as in
Fig. 3 are used. The BPOD performance in Fig. 4 clearly improves
over that in Fig. 3. We observe that the imaginary part of the output
response curves of PBPOD and POD show a bias offset, though the
real part agrees with that from BPOD for the ﬁrst half of the period.
For the second half of the period, the deviations are signiﬁcantly
larger. The drawback of PBPOD for the nonnormal system is not as
obvious by comparing the gain/phase frequency plots shown in our
previous study [3].
We conclude this comparison section by showing in Fig. 5 how the
ROM output errors of the modiﬁed POD methods compared with the
baseline ROM error (refer to Fig. 2, panels on the right-hand side).
There are two cases for the modiﬁed POD, one with the factor  to
balance the reduced transformation and the other case does not have
the factor and is nonbalanced. Like in the ﬁrst case, we subtract the
full-order model output response from the reduced-order model
output response to generate the error curve. In the results, the real part
of the errors is shown on the left panel and the imaginary part is
shown on the right panel. Again, Nr  10 is used. The baseline error
curves are identical to those of Fig. 2. Surprisingly, the errors from
the modiﬁed POD are on the order of 102 smaller than those of the
baseline. The errors of the modiﬁed POD are a lot more rapidly
oscillatory than those of the baseline. An important observation is
that in the OS system under study, the singular-value (SV)
magnitudes between the two gramians differ signiﬁcantly. The SVs
are shown later in Figs. 6 and 7. We would expect that the balancedand-truncated is more accurate than the case of truncated-and-thenbalanced done here. But the result here of using a low truncation
number Nr  10 for both gramian eigenvectors suggests that
balancing actually does not signiﬁcantly improve accuracy. Even
without the balancing factor involved, the modiﬁed POD seems more
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the output responses of the ROMs projected by
RBTs computed using empirical gramians.
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Comparing the results in Figs. 2 and 3 suggests that greater errors
are induced by the empirical approximation of the gramians than by
state truncation. Therefore, the results highlight room for
improvement in the snapshot approach. Of course, the performance
of the balanced ROMs can always be improved by increasing the
order of the model, Nr .
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the output responses of the ROMs generated by
PBPOD, POD, and BPOD.
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Fig. 6 Error bounds in the generalized KL expansion based on exact
solutions of gramians.
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Error Bounds of the Generalized KL Expansion
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The error bound of KL expansion is well known [9]. Our
numerical results verify that Eqs. (36) hold for a single data block.
Therefore, we mainly focus on the generalized KL expansion. We
ﬁrst consider data blocks generated from the exact solution of
gramians and then data blocks generated from the empirical
gramians. Comparing these two cases will show performance of the
snapshot approach. In the exact-solution approach, the two data
blocks are denoted by X and Y (with Ns  N), where we have
XXH  Gc and YY H  Go . The columns of the data blocks are the
orthonormal eigenvectors of the gramians, scaled by the square root
of the respective singular values. The generalized KL expansion is
given by Eqs. (37), where the reduced transformation S1 ; T1  is used
in the expansion corresponds to the RBT, with Nr  10. In Figs. 6a–
6d, the same thin solid line represents the distribution of the HSVs.
The HSVs are the reference points of the error bounds. Figures 6a–6c
correspond to error projection and Fig. 6d shows the observability
and controllability singular values and HSVs. In Fig. 6a, the square of
the error vector norms, kck k2 (k  1; 2; . . . ; Ns ), generated by the
inner products of the error vectors, ck  sk Ec , are shown in dots,
Eq. (41). Likewise, the square of the error vector norms, kok k2
(k  1; 2; . . . ; Ns ) by the inner products of the error vectors
ok  tH
k Eo , are shown in crosses, Eq. (42). The square of error
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accurate that BPOD for this particular case. The signiﬁcance of
the modiﬁed POD is clear from a theoretical point of view. First, a
dual-state approach is essential for the model reduction of a
nonnormal system. Second, once a dual-state approach is in place,
performing balancing (or not) may be a less critical step.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the output errors of the baseline balanced ROM,
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Fig. 7 Error bounds in the generalized KL expansion based on
empirical gramians.

vector norms for the ﬁrst Nr  10 components are orders of
magnitude smaller. The residual components, from the Nrth to the
Nr  1th component, exhibits a discontinuous jump. After the
jump, both residual components, kck k2 and kok k2 , roll off but stay
on the HSV curve, as predicted by the analytical results of Eqs. (41)
and (42). If we keep more basis vectors by increasing Nr , the jump
becomes less pronounced.
Next, we substitute other reduced transformations, such as POD
[Eq. (44)] and PBPOD [Eq. (53)], respectively, for the RBT. We
substitute S1 and T1 using the appropriate reduced transformation,
and we apply the generalized KL expansion. The idea is to see how
the error bounds shift. Figures 6b and 6c show the error points
relative to the HSV curve.
In Figs. 6b and 6c, the ﬁrst Nr  10 error norms associated with Ec
(dots) and Eo (crosses) are many orders of magnitude smaller than
those of the HSVs. However, after the jump and from k  Nr  1 to
Ns , the two residual curves no longer track the HSV curve. This is a
behavior unlike the RBT in Fig. 6a. The controllability error
components associated with Ec (dots) are slightly below the HSV
curve, so the errors are small. However, the observability error
components (associated with Eo ) are large and above O1 magnitude, way above the HSV curve. With the reduced transformation of
PBPOD, Fig. 6c similar behavior as Fig. 6b. In Fig. 6d we plot the
SVs of the controllability gramian (dots) and the observability
gramian (crosses) against the HSVs. We conclude that for this OS
system, the SVs of the observability gramian are roughly one to 2
orders of magnitude greater than the SVs of the controllability
gramian. Using BPOD balancing converts both gramians to a
diagonal form with the HSVs. In the nonbalanced approach, it
appears that more observability basis vectors have to be retained than
controllability basis vectors because the leading observability
singular values are orders of magnitude larger than the leading
controllability singular values.
We perform a similar error bound analysis using the empiricalbased data blocks, X and Y, to generate the gramians. Now X and Y
are N  Ns matrices (where we use Ns  120 ≠ N  128).
Figures 7a–7d can be compared one to one with those panels of
Fig. 6. In Fig. 7a, we observe that with the empirically generated data,
the HSV curve roll off signiﬁcantly more rapidly than the previous
between k  1 and 27. Then the HSV curve becomes practically ﬂat,
probably due to the limitation of numerical accuracy imposed on the
snapshot data. Also, the tail portion shows minor deviations, which
are probably of numerical nature. Again, Fig. 7a satisﬁes the
analytical prediction of Eqs. (41) and (42). In Figs. 7b and 7c, with
the reduced transformations of POD and PBPOD, we see similar
characteristics as in Fig. 6. The SVs in Fig. 7d behave in a very similar
fashion to those in Fig. 6d. We conclude that with good sampling
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techniques, the snapshot approach appears to be effective at
generating good approximation of the gramians.

V.

Conclusions

In this study, several methods for model reduction applicable to
large, nonnormal, linear time-invariant state-space systems are
presented. A ﬂow diagram is used to summarize these methods and
their properties. All of the methods use some sort of reduced
transformations for projecting the state-space matrices. Of particular
emphasis are the reduced balanced transformation and the error
analysis associated with it that generalizes the KL expansion to a
dual-state application for nonnormal systems. Note that for nonlinear
systems a state duality does not exist, and it is currently difﬁcult to
use snapshot methods for nonlinear input/output systems. This
difﬁculty was the motivation for creating PBPOD from POD.
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